NEW ERA HIGH SCHOOL, PANCHGANI
MATH ASSIGNMENT-3 Class II
UNIT

NUMBERS 101 to 1000

Time Line

Total 1week ( 10 May to 16 May 2020)

TOPIC

Objective

Learning Outcomes



Numbers 101 to 500



Numbers 501 to 1000



Numbers in Hundreds



Numbers formation



Numbers on Abacus



Place value



Number sense ( number Just before ,number just after and
between)



Comparisons 3 digit Numbers



Ordering of numbers( Increasing order and decreasing order)



They are able to write and learn numbers 101 to 500 and
numbers 501 to 1000.



They are able to form numbers if we give them the objects.



They are able to write the numbers on Abacus.



They can find the place value of any number given.



They can find the number Just before, number just after and
between.



Comparisons 3 digit Numbers will be done by them.



They are able to put the numbers into the increasing order and
decreasing order.



To be able to understand the number formation, read, write and
understand the place value of each digit.



To be able to write the number names for the numbers till
1000.

Activity



Write backward numbers from 100 to 1 (2 marks)



5 baskets with 100 strawberries in each are equal to
______strawberries. (1 mark)



Write the age of all the family members and write the numbers
in the increasing and decreasing order.( 1 mark)



Count the fingers of all the family members and write. (1 mark)
The above activity needs to be solved on a separate sheet as the
marks indicated out of 5 will be included in the Internal
Assessment.

Submission

For Activities: Please ensure that your child completes the
activities given in the time allotted and gets the entire
collection along physically to school once we reopen. The
activities should be solved on a separate sheet/booklet or a
separate project as the marks indicated will be included for
internal assessment.
For assignment: Kindly ensure your child completes the given
assignment in the same week mentioned. These assignments
have to be solved in their own handwriting on a separate new
sheet and after completion the scanned copy or an image (clear
picture taken on a mobile) to be mailed to the teacher. Kindly
take note of the date of submission.
Also, please ensure the sheet contains the name of your child,
his/her class, the name of the subject and the assignment
number.
For
e.g Name:
Aarohi
Joshi, Class:
I Subject: English
Assignment No. 2. The same should reflect in the subject line
of your e-mail.
Students should solve the worksheet attached and submit by
16/05/2020.
For any queries you may contact me on laxman.papal@nehs.in
Contact No: Mr. Laxman Papal: 09764610366

Moral Value

Serve others before ourselves.

Resources

Class II text book of Math based on N.C.E.R.T.
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1fTRvhiriVwYdP4m2uxQDi0AE_XD8vXK

Assignment three
Q1. Solve the Multiple choice questions.
a. Which of the following is a biggest number?
a) 241

b) 878

c) 343

d) 895

c) 874

d) 745

c) 353

d) 895

c) 9000

d) 9

c) 100

d) 991

b. The number just before 874 is:
a) 873

b) 877

c. Which number is smallest?
a) 624

b) 878

d. Place value of 9 in 893 is:
a) 90

b) 900

e. Smallest 3 digit number is:
a) 999

b) 101

Q2.Write the number names of the following numbers.
a. 167: _____________________________________________________________________
b.332:______________________________________________________________________
Q.3 Write the missing numbers.
a. 456, 457 _____, ______, 460
b. 134, 135, _____, 137, _____
Q4. Write the number from the number name.
a. Five hundred and seventy five: _____
b. Seven hundred and twenty one:_____
*********

